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BHTOM is here —> https://bh-tom.astrolabs.pl/

https://bh-tom.astrolabs.pl/


Creating an account

!
Priviledges you request: 
• can add/register observatory for photometric 

processing	
• can add new targets to the main list, create own lists  
• can download images and light curves 
• can display the list of targets 
• can upload files (fits) for photometric processing

Each registration will be 
approved by the admin. If you are a 

new to this, please write some words 
describing your professional self and why do 

you want to use this tool.	
You will be emailed when the account gets 

accepted.	



Target list

this tab to see  
main target list

sort by any of the 
columns,  

default —> priority



Target list

targets filtering at the 
bottom of page



Viewing the light curves this tab to see the 
photometric data



Viewing the light curves this tab to see the 
photometric data

!
if not empty, follow-up 

observations will be read from 
Cambridge Photometric Calibration 

Server (CPCS); 
!

make sure the name matches the 
entry in the CPCS (with ivo://)	



Viewing the light curves



Spectra viewing this tab to see the 
spectrum



Adding a target

three ways to 
create a new target



Adding a target - completing the data



Creating an observatory

this tab to see the 
list of observatories

if there is no your 
observatory 

registered yet



Creating an observatory

click here if 
your observatory / 
instrument is not 

registered

click here if your 
observatory / 

instrument is on the 
list above



Creating an observatory

sample FITS 
image should be 

provided for 
checking 

technical details of your 
observatory / instrument 
should be provided here 
based on the template 



Creating an observatory



5

Photometric data uploading

this tab to upload 
data

add file: 
ASCII, FITS format 

or CSV table

name in CPCS 
must be provided



Photometric data uploading - ASCII file

instrumental 
photometry file

uploading ASCII file 
with instrumental 

photometry

!
example text file %

!
at least 4 columns 

provided:%
MAG_AUTO%

MAGERR_AUTO%
ALPHA_J2000%
DELTA_J2000%



Photometric data uploading - ASCII file

complete the details  
of observation%

select matching radius to 
match [RA, Dec] with 

catalogue coordinates

select the observatory 
where the data were 

taken

select the catalogue 
filter to calibrate the data 

Dry Run 
option



Photometric data uploading - FITS image

uploading FITS 
image after standard 

calibration (bias, dark, 
flat-field frames 

reduction)

FITS files processing  
(automatic, based on 

information provided during 
creation of account and 

approved by admin)



Photometric data uploading - FITS image

complete the details  
of observation%

select matching radius to 
match [RA, Dec] with 

catalogue coordinates

select the catalogue 
filter to calibrate the data 

select the observatory 
where the data were 

taken

Dry Run 
option



Checking the results of photometric calibration
this tab to see the 

uploaded data

viewing the list of the 
data for this target



Checking the results of photometric calibration
this tab to see the 

uploaded data

checking the details 
and removing the data 
possible only for your 

files

this button to see the 
details of calibration



Checking the results of photometric calibration

diagram showing best 
matching to catalogue data 

in selected filterresults of data 
processing and 

calibration %
original FITS image 
and ASCII file with 

instrumental 
photometry

absolute magnitude 
after calibration 



Photometric data uploading - CSV table

uploading CSV file with 
photometric data

photometric time-series, e.g. 
downloaded from AAVSO 

database

example CSV table



Spectra uploading

uploading ASCII file 
with spectrum

spectrum as ASCII file

example text file 
with wavelength 

and flux provided



Thank you! 
!
!
!
!

bhtom@astrouw.edu.pl

https://bh-tom.astrolabs.pl/
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